Since 1985, ANP Lighting has been inspiring and empowering innovative lighting solutions.

Today, ANP Lighting is a leading manufacturer of energy-efficient architectural lighting solutions for corporate/office, municipal, education, sports and entertainment, hospitality, and retail applications. We expertly configure and manufacture interior, exterior, site, pedestrian, and roadway lighting that aligns with aesthetic vision and beautifully illuminate design details.

Our extensive line of lighting products and collections is complemented by a wide array of mounting, size, and color options – one of the largest selections in the industry. Our in-house lighting experts can help architects, designers, and specifiers develop lighting solutions with the high quality, craftsmanship, and value only products made in the U.S.A. can deliver.

Visit anplighting.com/resources/color-finishes for more details. Custom finishes available.

Marine grade finishes are available. Colors shown may differ slightly from painted color.

Contact Us: 800-548-3227 | 909-982-1807
ANPlighting.com
9044 Del Mar Avenue, Montclair, CA 91763
The M+D Collection combines a seamlessly flowing aluminum housing with energy-efficient LED. Spill light between the lens and inside of the shade provides a soft glow, accentuating the inner shade finish.

Pairing design aesthetics with balanced illumination, these versatile pendant luminaires have just the right look and proportion for office spaces, restaurants and bars, hotels, retailers, and campuses.

Simplistic Ideology.
Precision Craftsmanship.
Alluring Illumination.

5 Styles in 4 Sizes | Unlimited Finishes and Combinations | Glare-free Illumination | Low-profile Ceiling Canopy | Made in America
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